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1.0 Introduction
This Consultation Report sets out the results and findings from analysed data and collated narrative from
Stage 1 public consultation. The consultation was carried out by Stafford Borough Council (SBC) with
Holmcroft residents and schools in June 2018. Analysis of the results was undertaken in April 2019 by Red Kite
Network Limited, a Shropshire-based landscape architecture, ecology and greenspace consultancy, who have
subsequently produced this report.
SBC’s Stage 1 public consultation was titled `Your Park, Your Vision for Holmcroft Play Area, Stafford’, and aimed
to identify the key priorities of local residents and stakeholders for play and outdoor recreation.  The findings
of this report will be assimilated into the approach for Stage 2 consultation, which will be described through
a Consultation Plan, developed in conjunction with SBC Project Board and a Design Working Group, set up
specifically for this project, comprising of appointed Councillors and SBC officers particularly interested in the
Holmcroft Area.

Green space at Holmcroft Road with temporary earth bunding

BMX land-form at Woodland Road Playing pitches

Climbing feature at Woodland Road Playing pitches

“Youth shelter” at Woodland Road Playing pitches

Existing play facilities at Holmcroft Road
Introduction
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2.0 Methodology
SBC’s methodology behind their Stage 1 public consultation titled `Your Park, Your Vision for Holmcroft Play
Area, Stafford’ is discussed as follows:
2.1

Paper Survey

A questionnaire leaflet was published and distributed to:
• 2500 households within the Holmcroft Ward
• 550 households in Common Ward within catchment of Holmcroft Area
• 600 for parents of children – distributed through the schools in the catchment
• 250 for pupils at Sir Graham Balfour High School
A child friendly version of the leaflet was published and distributed to;
• 600 pupils at Tillington Manor Primary School, Parkside Primary and Greenhall Community Special School
The leaflet contained background information to the project and posed a series of questions, as follows:
1. On average how often do you or your family use the existing facilities in the Holmcroft play area?
2. What prevents you or your family from visiting the facilities more often or at all?
3. How do you normally travel to Holmcroft play area?
4. Typically how long does it take you to travel to Holmcroft play area?
5. On average how long do you and your family stay during your visit?
6. What’s most important to you?
7. Are there any other things you would like to see improved or enhanced in the area?
8. How old are you?
9. What’s your gender?
10. What’s your post code?
11. What’s your ethnicity?
The leaflet included a freepost address so respondents could return their responses free of charge. A total of
382 responses were received during the six-week period.
A webpage linked to Stafford Borough Council’s website was created to inform the public of the consultation and
enable them to request a survey if they wanted or email their comments.
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3.0 Survey Results
3.1

Adult Survey Results

The results of the survey aimed at adults are summarised below. The comments received in ‘other’ responses to
Questions 2, 6 and 7 are attached in Appendix 1.
Question 1: On average how often do you or your family use the existing facilities in the Holmcroft play area?

Question 3: How do you normally travel to Holmcroft play area?
The majority of respondents (94%) walk to visit Holmcroft Play Area, with a small number visiting by car (16%)
and cycle (12%)

The highest proportion of respondents (34%) stated that they used the Play Area every day to walk their dog
and for general open space (34%) closely followed by as a short cut or access through the open space (29%).
The least used facility is the changing rooms with 91.28% of respondents stating they never use them. The
changing rooms are hired out by football teams and not open acceess.   

Question 4: Typically how long does it take you to travel to Holmcroft play area?
For the majority of respondents who visit Holmcroft Play Area the travel time is less than 5 minutes (53%); this is
followed by 36% whose travel time is 6 to 10 minutes.
Question 2: What prevents you or your family from visiting the facilities more often or at all?
The most often cited reason for not visiting the facilities at Holmcroft Play Area is that the facilities are in a poor
condition (47%). The second reason given was there is nothing for me or my family to do there (39%). 34% of
respondents gave ‘other reasons’, these included:
• Do not have children of an appropriate age in their household
• Not enough age appropriate equipment
• Cleanliness
• Antisocial behaviour

Survey Results
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3.1

Adult Results Continued.....

Question 5: On average how long do you and your family stay during your visit?

Question 7: Are there any other things you would like to see improved or enhanced in the area?

The highest proportion of respondents (44%) stated that they stayed at the Play Park for between 30 minutes
and an hour, closely followed by those who stayed for up to 30 minutes (42%). Few respondents stayed more
than 2 hours (5%)

The majority of respondents (79%) would like to see improvement or enhancement in seating or picnic areas
and opportunities. The next popular improvement was the use of natural materials for children’s play e.g. sand,
logs boulders.

Question 6: What’s most important to you?
Improved play provision for juniors was most important improvement (86%) to Holmcroft Play Area, closely
followed by improved play provision for toddlers (83%), and outdoor gym facilities (79%). Although each
suggested improvement received a high rating of over 69%

Survey Results
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3.2

Children Survey Results.

The results of the survey aimed at children are summarised below.

Question 3: Do you feel safe going out to play? Yes - What makes you feel safe?

Question 1: What are the best places to play where you live?

Out of those who responded to this question most (34%) said that being with their parent, carer or family and
them being able to see them, was the thing that made them feel safe about going out to play. Being with friends
was also important (15%)

The highest proportion of respondents (44%) stated their favourite place to play was Holmcroft Park (17%), this
included the football pitches. The second most popular choice was the children’s back or front gardens at home
(14%). The second most popular park cited was Victoria Park or the Town Park as it was often referred to (10%)

Question 2: What are the worst places to play where you live?
Most respondents said the worst place to play was the street or road (29%), however after this was Holmcroft
Play Park (23%).

Survey Results
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3.2

Children Survey Results continued....

Question 4: Do you feel safe going out to play? No - Why don’t you feel safe?

Question 5: What is good about going out to play?

Most respondents did not answer this question (51%) but those who did cited that strangers were the biggest
reason they did not feel safe going out to play (12%). After this older children, sustaining an injury, getting lost
and traffic were the most common reasons (4%) for feeling unsafe.

The majority of respondents (23%) thought that playing and meeting friends was good about going out to play.
After this getting fit and having exercise was the next popular answer (14%), closely followed by getting fresh air
(11%)

Survey Results
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3.2

Children Survey Results continued....

Question 6: What would be in your ideal playground?
Question 7: How can we make the best playground ever?
The answers for these two questions were largely the same and so we have displayed their responses together.
There were a large number of answers given to these two questions, the most popular item was the inclusion
of swings (9%) and a good number. This was quickly followed by a slide (8.5%) with 2% of answers given asking
for a spiral slide. Trampolines (7.5%), zip lines (7%), various elements of water play (6%) and climbing frames or
equipment (5.5%) were cited as being important for an ideal / best playground

Survey Results
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4.0 Planning for Phase 2 Public Consultation
After our initial meeting with the Holmcroft Design Working Group (DWG) (scheduled
2019.05.21), we will finalise a Consultation Plan with SBC, which we hope will be adopted by
the Council for us to commence Stage 2 public consultation in June.  From assessing the Stage
1 public consultation results we have prepared the following ideas which will feed into the
Consultation Plan. These will be discussed at the Holmcroft DWG meeting.

4.2
•

•
4.1

Groups to further engage

The Site is surrounded by numerous community facilities and service providers; some of
which use the Site, others currently do not but potentially could do so in the future with
a more creative approach to their service offer to the community. At present, from desk
research and review, we propose to engage with the following providers/community hubs:
• Tillington Manor Primary School
• Parkside Primary School
• Greenhall Community Special School
• Marshlands Primary School
• Sir Graham Balfour School (Secondary)
• Holmcroft Preschool Play Group
• Noah’s Ark Play Group
• Stafford North End Community Centre
• Holmcroft Youth and Community Centre
• Holmcroft Library
• Holmcroft Surgery
• Football Club / Teams using pitches at Holmcroft
• St Bertelins Church
• The White House Assisted Living Residence
• Adlington Brookside House Assisted Living Residence
• Crispen Court Care Home
• Northfield Community Centre
• Support Staffordshire
• The Holmcroft Pub
• Scouts
• Action Parkside

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideas for meaningful consultation
Exploring the type, cost and materials of play equipment available for wish list activities
identified - swinging, spinning, climbing, balancing, and non-traditional play ground
equipment; through online searching and cataloguing.
Space mapping the range of activities for park users, considering a range of ages - from
young families to elderly, able bodied, to additional needs users, and dementia sufferers.
Tracking users desire lines, and routes for play, through-routes and places to dwell.
Building a physical paper Holmcroft Area through quick mapping and paper bag/card box
exercise.
Exploring important local character attributes and history through voice and mapping.
Discuss accessibility issues and car parking provision.
Identify use of the Site by other community providers e.g.. Doctors through green
prescribing;  Library through story telling; schools/nurseries through Forest School.
Find out what anti-social behaviour issues are actually happening.
Identify if the BMX track and the tennis courts are actually being used.
Specialist consultation for wheeled sports.
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4.3
Holmcroft Draft Consultation Activity Plan (for discussion purposes only with
Holmcroft DWG. To be updated in the Consultation Plan)
Activity

Analysis of Stage 1 consultation
methodologies and results. Issue
findings report to SBC .
Set up Holmcroft DWG. Arrange first
meeting (2019.05.21) to feed into
Consultation Plan
Draft Holmcroft Consultation Plan.
Issue to SBC for adoption.
Press release promoting Phase 2
consultation for use and issue by SBC
media team
1000 full colour flyers and 100 A3
full colour posters to promote Phase
2 consultation to be distributed to
local residents, centres, schools and
clubs.
SBC website and social media activity
promoting Phase 2 consultation
Statutory Consultation through
Holmcroft DWG - via 2xfurther
meetings and virtual comms

Survey Monkey Questionnaire
for Stage 2 asking participants to
rate and rank components of the
Concept proposals
Two drop-in sessions with
stakeholder groups at a local centre
or the Site/ discussion with service
providers

Target Audience

Local residents

All stakeholders

All stakeholders

Data collection
and analysis
Phase 1 Public
Consultation
report
Minutes from
meeting
Consultation Plan

All stakeholders

All stakeholders

All stakeholders
Statutory Bodies;
SBC Planning
Department;
SBC Officers;
Councillors;
Holmcroft DWG
Local residents

Minutes from
meetings;
assimilation into
sketch proposals
and Concept Plan
Survey monkey
data capture
report

Refer to list in 4.1 Written notes
and identification
of major and
most common
concerns and
ideas; mapping.

Timeline
May
June
‘19
‘19
Current

2019.
05. 21

July
‘19

Up to three workshops with local
schools and pre-schools to develop
proposals and ideas

Refer to list in 4.1 Capturing
feedback and
ideas using
annotated
drawings, sticky
notes, mapping,
physical card
build, collage etc.
Static display with comments
Local residents
Collate
“dropbox” to be hosted at a publicly
comments in
accessible venue
Phase 2 Public
Consultation
report
Up to three open surgery drop in
Local residents,
Written notes
sessions for general public with
Holmcroft DWG, and identification
attendance by Red Kite and SBC
service providers of major and
most common
concerns and
ideas
Specialist consultation for wheeled
Local residents/
Written notes
sports (if ties in timeline for Charnley wheeled sports
and photos of
Road)
community
ideas for this
provision.
Face to face interviews with up to 50 Local residents
Written notes
individual park users
and identification
of major and
most common
concerns and
ideas
Final report of findings and
Holmcroft DWG,
recommendations for amendments Client team
to concept proposals

By
2019.
08.09
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5.0 Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1

Summary of Results from Stage 1 Public Consultation

A total 382 responses were received from SBC’s Stage 1 public consultation titled ‘Your Park, Your Vision for
Holmcroft Play Area, Stafford’. No targeted consultation was undertaken with specific community providers
other than schools (identified in 4.1) who could potentially use the facilities and green space of the Holmcroft
area to support their service offer.
For the purposes of this Phase 1 Community Consultation Report, the data received has been analysed and
we can summarise the findings in most popular order for what the community want Holmcroft play facilities
to be. These are as follows. Please note it is assumed the public want to retain the football pitches, so these
are not included in the list below:
1. Playground equipment suitable for dynamic play for a range of ages, from toddlers to young teenagers, and
in particular a great number of swings, slide(s), trampoline and zip-wire.
2. Outdoor gym provision
3. Picnic and seating areas
4. Refurbishment of tennis courts and multi-use games area
5. The existing BMX track provision to be transformed as a new concrete wheeled sports zone
6. Natural play elements and opportunities
7. Better infrastructure, including paths, walking routes and bins
8. Wildlife zones
9. Soft landscape features and planting
Other design interventions to consider:
10. Connection between the library and play area
11. Place for social interaction
12. Dementia friendly

5.2

Conclusions

There is active support in the community for re-energising the play offer in the Holmcroft Area, creating a
multi-functional space appealing to all generations which also enhances biodiversity. The wish list of priorities
established through Phase 1 public consultation is extensive, and would exceed the available budget available
at this stage; but a lot can be achieved and the community needs to be further consulted, as identified in 4.2, to
tease out the detail of provision for play and what they consider will enhance social cohesion in the Holmcroft
Area.
With various community facilities/providers embracing health and wellbeing principles, and located at the
periphery of the Site (particularly in the south at Holmcroft Road), it makes sense to consult these service
providers and incorporate their ideas into how the Holmcroft Area can be used to creatively support their
service offer.  
The Holmcroft Area has the potential to become an engaging socially interactive space, whilst also providing
opportunities as a green refuge for those seeking calm from busy urban life.
5.3

Recommendations

Refer to the results of Phase 1 Consultation to identify further questions to include in Phase 2 Consultation.
Following feedback from SBC and the Holmcroft DWG on ideas for the Consultation Plan (Section 4) finalise the
Plan for SBC approval.
Undertake Phase 2 public consultation.
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6.0 Appendix 1: Survey Comments
All the comments provided to questions 4, 5 and 6 of the survey are provided below.
Question 2: What prevents you or your family from visiting the facilities more often or at all?
Not a big park, can get busy.
I no longer have a family. I use the park to walk the dog.
The field is always left with litter after a football match. Needles are often left near the climbing wall.
Now retired so only take grandchildren occasionally.
Not many, lack of facilities.
Used the facilities when my children were at school.
Mainly use it for dog walking as the play facilities are limited.
More facilities I would use/family, we would visit more.
Not enough for early years and toddlers, like games and equipment.
Our ages.
Not much to do, too dark at night time, lighting needed around field. More paths around field for kids and dog
walkers, more plants scenery, picnic area for family’s and pets.
My family do not live in the area, so my grandchildren do not use the facilities.
Not enough for younger children or those with disabilities.
My child is only 3, not much suitable for his age.
My granddaughter is 11 now so I think she would feel too old now! Although she may use a swing.
The park is small and only for very young children/toddlers.
There is not enough to do at the play area.
The play park is too basic so we go further.
Doxey Marshes and Trentham
Small, limited as what we can do.
Retired couple, only use the play area when the grandchildren visit.
Too much dog faeces. Need to ban dog walkers from play areas and some owners have 3 to 4 dogs. They can’t
possibly clean up after all of them. Path needed all along field for wheelchair access especially when weather is
wet, would be much safer.

Limited resources for under two year old’s.
Not enough stuff.
There is now a lack of play areas for young children in this area as two have recently gone.
I have small and teenage grandchildren, they find as they don’t live in the area other children are not friendly.
The toddler park hasn’t enough up to date equipment for them to use, it needs extending and improving.
We do not use the facilities as there are no others locally but they really are so uninspiring. We need a park like
Wildwood park.
If I had young children I would make better use of the facilities. My children are grown up and I have grown lazy!
The park is a mess and I clean the slide and horse before my children go on it.
General antisocial behaviour sometimes
I use it when I go to a baby group at the library and that takes place once a week.
Poor range
Not enough for under 12’s to do - mainly catered for very young children.
Some of the dog owners are nasty and unfriendly as are some of the people who’ll hang around there.
Needs to be more pleasant to use.
Sometimes larger/older children are in the swings area
Not enough there.
Play area is small and not suitable for all ages.
Because I love to walk further with Woodlands Road park gone.
The flooring is not as protective as in the new parks.
Sometimes litter in play areas is a big issue after teenagers have there in the evening.
Very dirty and unsafe
My children are 11 and 15 so no facilities for them, But I childmind and my mindees love the park but get bored
easily with what’s there currently.
Limited play equipment for small children.
Ages of children. In time we will use all facilities.
Not much to do for older children and toddlers.
I don’t have children but do walk and walk the dog. We would use a climbing wall or gym.

My children are older.

My son’s have said that they have seen evidence of drug use which worries me.

Needs more variety on play park.

“Getting to any of these places is not easy in a wheelchair.

Pure gym.

Big kids (teenagers) hang out in kids area or are playing in basketball area using fowl language.”
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Dog owners need to clean up after their dogs.  

Very small and limited so gets boring after a while. Would definitely like to attend and visit more often.

Facilities need upgrading. Tennis courts and basketball area full of nettles and messy.  

Creswell Farm Drive

My daughter is 5 months old. Needs better facilities for younger children.

Grandchildren visit once a week. Daughter home once a month with her dog so uses park to walk her dog.

The main town park is far better.

The park is run down and very little to do. Something similar to Wildwood Park would be great.

Holmcroft Play area could definitely do with refurb - equipment very old style.

I did use the two other facilities - now gone.

We use other parks so we can use bikes and playgrounds that are in good condition and have easy access and
seating.

I take my grandchildren to other parks so I can sit down and they can play in good conditions.

There isn’t enough swings when you have two children and both want to go on the big swing.

We have only just started our family so have previously had no need to visit these areas, however our daughter
is now 8 months old so we will be looking to use theses facilities in the near future.

My twin has a disability and can not use the park safely.

No facilities for the older generation.

On the field dogs are not on leads, are left to run after you and jump up you, or people in cars drive onto the car
park and have 2 - 4 dogs to run or walk on the children’s playing field. This should not be allowed, there should
be a separate dog and exercise area. Also the dog faeces is left on the children’s playing field/football and is a
health hazard. My grandchildren have a fear of dogs and the dog owners let dogs run up them when they go to
the field to play ball or whatever, they cannot run around freely.

Nothing more for 8+ to do.

Woodlands Road playing fields. Occasionally use the park on Holmcroft.

Doxey Marshes

We visit all the time, but the facilities are shocking!

I visit quite regularly.

Not much to do for older kids.

The park is very old and very small with very little for the children to play on.

My 14 year old daughter hangs out with her friends.

I would use more often if charging point for electric cars were available

No children.

It’s too far for me to go for a leisure.

I don’t have any children so the kids play area is of no personal concern to me.
Limited things not age appropriate.

Many of the current facilities are near the Holmcroft end of the park. For less mobile people (senior citizens,
young children) these facilities are too far from the Woodlands Road end.

Limited facilities for baby/toddler.

Poor state, litter, travellers

We would love to have an area with a better selection and better maintained equipment. Current facilities are
tatty, uninspiring and unsafe due to broken glass.

They get bored fast there and if there is another family in they have nothing to go on.

I live alone so I don’t currently access the facilities other than walking to and from the local area.
Not a busy exciting place to go so not interested in it.
My son is 2 so limited items for him to use currently.

Older children using the small children area.

Football players use my hedge to urinate on. They are to idle to use toilets in changing rooms.
I have no children
Failing health
I live in view of the park and library area. It is constantly used by youths who gather and would make young
users feel intimidated to use the facilities. They have no respect for the facilities currently in place, I doubt
whatever is spent will not change that mindset.
Only used for dog walking.
We tend to drive to Wildwood Park as I have 2 small children under 5.
Enjoy facilities with grandchildren when they visit.
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Question 3: Which other facilities is it?
Love the play area and water park.
Rowley Park
The Common
Birches Valley
I used the play area off Wotton Drive which is now closed due to housing development.
We generally go to Victoria Park but would love more local play equipment.
There is a lot to keep both children interested.
Creswell (now removed) Trentham Gradens
Creswell Park
Trentham Gardens
Rowley Park
And Marquis Derive
The park off Isabel Trail in Doxey
We go to lots of the town parks.
More to do.
We love Wildwood Park, great choice of play equipment.
Park at Wotton Drive and Doxey Marshes - but this has just been demolished! This park had a large slide and
swings for older children (8 - 12)
Creswell Farm Drive
And Marquin Drive
They have better facilities
I do use other facilities on Parkside an in the town.
Isabel Trail
Question 4: I don’t think it is safe
Druggies by the changing room
There are groups of mainly young men who hang around the field area early morning and evening waiting for
drug drop off/pick up!
BMX track, not correctly installed, never been safe.
Evening - kids (teenagers up to no good) rubbish (litter)
Antisocial behaviour.
People drinking alcohol and taking drugs.
Dog poo on sports field, unhygienic for all.
Very old play area and the play area is vandalised.
Tennis courts are a state - can’t be used.
Litter
Tennis court surface, dangerous and too gritty.
I often have to move glass.
Too many dogs not on leads.

It needs renovating
Always older children hanging around there.
We have grandchildren of 6 and 3 - the play area is inadequate.
At times you may see groups of young people hanging out which can be quiet intimidating for the elderly,
which is sad!
Some of the people are shifty, but as well our dog has been attacked a couple of times, not a nice area.
The car park is used for drug dealing.
Gangs of teenagers drinking etc.
Broken glass and dog walker. I check before use.
Drug use.
“Amount of litter - glass etc. on field.
Dog poo on field.”
The play equipment is very outdated and in a poor condition. Not much variety.
Not well kept, old facilities.
BMX track grown over, litter and dog mess over grassy areas.
The tennis court is surrounded by weeds and kids often feel itchy when they happen to touch the weeds to
pick the balls. Also used food, drinks bottles, broken glasses in the court makes it unsafe for kids.
Youths taking drugs, rubbish facilities are dated.
I have had stones thrown at me while using the football pitch area. I have also been subject to catcalls and
jeers.
There is often litter and broken glass actually in the play area.
There are always gangs of youths and cars near the park and library area into the evening.
Collaboration of paths in the park.
Uneven surfaces and lack of lighting.
Need more lights at night and a full pathway from top to bottom of field.
Dogs off leads “not under control”
The facilities are aimed at older children.
Climbing wall isn’t safe, sharp objects, always rubbish, (glass broken) around the area.
Park is dated and has teenagers loitering around.
Question 5: How do you normally travel to Holmcroft play area?
Other:
Mobility scooter.
Scooter
Scooter
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Question 8: What’s most important to you?
The park opposite the shops seems popular, an upgraded park at night would be well used. I would like to see
football/ball games area retained.
Nets in goals.
Some real seating for people with children or older people to be able to sit and watch what’s going on, make it
into more of a social area. More bins for rubbish.
Having facilities in Holmcroft has always seemed to be low on the list. I’m now 43 years old and it’s worst than
ever, give the kids a fun safe place to play and hang out, they deserve it!
Benches and bins so it’s left looking tidy.
Convert tennis court to enclosed dog walking space, not all dogs are good off leads in open spaces.
I feel there isn’t enough for older kids to entertain themselves. New facilities would be great. Older kids tend
to spend more time out by the play area than younger kids.
Make a place for all ages to enjoy.
Toddlers and juniors need separate areas. Sometimes my 18 month old great granddaughter cannot play safely
because of the older kids who need their own area.
It all needs updating so kids are interested in going.
Lighting and path around field. Made to look nicer, plants safer for animals and nature.
Seating.
Softer play for disabled.
Sir/Madam, it would be of great help if Old School Drive park was maintained of 2 - 3 play activities, all glass
pieces and plastic lying around. Not safe.
Fenced in dog park and banning of dogs from all grassy areas, health and safety. Basketball hoops.
Gated area that separates the toddler/junior area from the over 12’s. Litter bins.
The black covering beneath the swings etc. is a very good idea in case of falls. Also seats in the shade of a tree.
Water play area or sand play area.
We need something like at Wildwood Park and Rowley Park that caters for all ages and abilities with toilet and
coffee shop facilities and bins.
CCTV.
More swings.
Better play park with more to do. We go to Wildwood park currently due to it’s variety of equipment i.e.
trampolines, zip wire, etc. We play all day there and would love the same on our doorstep here.
Seating.
More bins. Teenagers just leave rubbish behind. Police need to check for person (drug use etc.), more lighting
needed along pathway. No dogs poo!! I have a dog but pick up after, mine doesn’t use this field.
“Better play park for young children.
Same standard as Wildwood and Victoria park but on a smaller scale would occupy local children and get them
outside playing!”
Perhaps a nice garden and seated area with plants, shrubs and trees.
Gardens - landscaped areas with seating picnic benches. If you make it look attractive people will come involve local community - nature trail.
New concrete on the park.

Depends on which grandchildren I have with me.
Something suitable for disabled children, maybe a lower level basket ball ring enclosed area as our grandson is
autistic and likes to close himself off. A bike dirt track area for under 10’s as they are intimidated by older boys.
“- Can we have Wildwood park please?
- as a blueprint and inspiration for Holmcroft - or Shugborough new play area - it’s natural and fun.”
Outdoor gym! Yes, need so much!
“Play area/equipment for children with special needs, also - sensory equipment/features.
Paddling pool/water fountains in warmer months.”
A nice picnic area with seats so mothers can watch children playing.
Seating area and clean, tidy facilities.
Zip line would be fun for all ages on land.
Sand/water area - cafe area with covers over the playground so it can be used in all weathers.
Picnic areas - wildlife areas - more trees
I have an 11 year old who I know would love to have a skate park. He currently likes the facilities at Victoria
park bit one closer to home would be fantastic. I also have a 2 year old and feel she would benefit from
improvements to the park.
A dog friendly area, also ore lighting to make it safer for people to walk across. There are lots of dark areas that
are unlit.
Generally more pleasant and more seating.
Disabled gym area and coffee area.
We like the current play area on Holmcroft Road as it is safe for toddlers.
More bins.
Disabled toilets.
More bins to encourage teenagers to put their rubbish in. More seating more suited to older people.
Climbing frame of ropes - slides - water play area - zip line
Please keep metal goal for football!
Could it be pleasantly landscaped to enhance enjoyment of experience not just all concrete.
Would need improved car park facility with disabled spaces as there is no park nearby Holmcroft or Creswell
now due to the developments in the area. Really important to cover different ages. Our grandchildren are 1
and 7. We would like it so all ages are covered.
I think it is very important that there is play facilities for all ages due to the other playground being taken
down.
Football pitches must be retained and improved.
Monkey bars and a climbing frame.
Astro turf and football pitches.
Variety.
BMX track is never used - Maybe something like a zip-wire, Wildwood and Rowley park have them - Spiderweb
climbing frame - basket swing- NO SAND AREA - too many cats nearby.
A good decent park, mainly for older kids.
More rubbish bins.
No preference on others.
Whilst I don’t have young children - I am aware of the lack of facilities now that the park has gone - where my
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children spent many hours as toddlers and up to 11 years of age.
Park warden - all purpose all weather pitches - accessible to all children, communal areas - disability friendly
- maybe separate teenage section as of on evening the children’s play park is taken over with older children
unabling younger ones access
Seating areas for young and old and paths.
“Play area on Holmcroft Road please add :Monkey bars, another bench and extend it more towards basketball area.
This place is best for little and juniors. A zip wire and wheelchair accessibility. “
A park like Wildwood park would be great, but with public toilets. A mix of activities for younger and older
children, landscape it and make it look attractive, instead of a flat bit of grass.
Slides, swings, sand pit, water play.
Two football pitches take up a lot of space. Maybe one is enough. Basketball areas are good but the goal is far
too high for under 12’s.
“Benches around edges of field and a path reaching all 3 closes, not just 1.
No one uses the BMX track.”
Improved drainage to the football fields.
Tall roped climbing frame and zip wire.
Play park suitable for disabilities.
A separate dog exercise area, a ban from using the main field as dog users have control over the 3 fields that’s
the front of Tillington Hall the back onto Woodlands Road and the field by the library there’s getting a lot of
dog mess everywhere.
Make it more like a park. Plant some shrubs. Have a play area Woodland Road end.
Football nets/pitches, trampolines in the ground, zip wires, a park like Wildwood park.
Play area provisions for children aged 5 - 12. The existing one suits only for small kids below 5 years.
The park off Isabel Trail Doxey is fab, very clean, plenty of benches and there is something for kids of all ages.
To keep some space to walk dog.
Zip lines and rope swing.
Nice area for picnics and boot camp facilities.
“I do feel kids need open space to just make up their own games etc.
And a place for children to learn to ride their bike. New housing have either no pavement or very little safe
space for things like that.”
Netball hoops in multi use games area - most popular female team sport in UK. A wall to practice bouncing
ball off to build muscles - we have no wall without a window where we live.
Open grass area is a target for travellers. They have been on this field leaving a mess and police just send
them on their way without getting money out of them for damage done by them.
Designated pathways around as through the area to make easy access.
I would only use an outdoor gym but I would be disappointed to see loss of grassed area to concrete.
Dog agility course.
As I am in my mid nineties I would appreciate a seat halfway, especially in summer.
“Reinstatement of dog poo bin in centre side of field.
Footpath to make access by foot, quicker and easier.”
Sporting facilities for a town of its size are extremely poor. Holmcroft is no exception. Games area would be
good but only if time was spent organising the use of such an area - tackling some of the obesity issues that is
prevalent in our young these days. Get them exercising and make them healthier.

Dog walk.
None of these are essential
I have 2 small children under 5. I have used the park lots of times on walks or visiting the shops and doctors. If
the park was more focused on small children I would visit more and maybe visit the library as a stop off.
If provided they need to be well maintained.
Seating/benches.
Outdoor gyms are good, water play and a decent slide.
Our children are all grown up and my grandchild is too young at the moment. Please don’t go away with it.
I would like to see facilities for children.
Seating area, picnic tables and a sand pit.
Bollards or low fencing
Play area for Trinity Fields
“1. Full length tarmac footpath
2. Control and discipline on dog fouling
3. It needs seating
4. It needs to be called Holmcroft Park
5. The north end of Stafford has the worst facilities”
Seating areas for the elderly.
Water feature
If I had small children the above would apply. I grew up in this area and lived here since with children. There
should be a greater division between the young play area and the facilities for older children/teenagers.
Picnic benches, a better place to eat and have a picnic, a safe and secure place to be with friends and family
such as a cafe.
Football pitch
Trees, outdoor space, nature, green space, wildlife
I think the play provision for toddlers need improving. My child loves going to the park. When we don’t have
time to go to the town one I take them to Holmcroft. They get bored easily as there’s not much to do.
Walking area
A suitable pathway all around the park, as at the moment it only goes to the tennis courts and only as far as
the first street behind Tillington Hall. A controlled dog walking area with warning that “Dogs should be kept
on their leads at all times”.
Security and maintenance such as cleaning.
Any equipment, games area intended for the children to be able to use.
Picnic area, meeting point, cafe, water play.
Safety of children being a massive priority.
Big sandpit area for children.
I believe the original planning documents showed that the removed play equipment area would be relocated
to be near the car park on Woodlands Road. This should still happen as the existing play area near the library
is rather a long way from the housing near Crab lane for small children to walk to.
Seating area and maybe some picnic benches (would be nice)
Retain for dog walking and football otherwise you will end up something that is no longer used by the
community
Walk ways and seating lighting.
Make it like Wildwood and Victoria Park.
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Book Corner
Path around edges and some benches. Cameras to catch litter louts and irresponsible dog owners not collecting
poo.
Running track
Question 9: Are there any other things you would like to see improved or enhanced in the area?
Less traffic flow through the area. Pick up rubbish near school in Young Avenue.
If sand was used it will have to have correct up keep.
This area is the hub of Holmcroft/Tillington. There is a lot of ‘wasted’ space which could, with some thought
be much improved. The area near the church is ideal for a great play area for all ages, a skate park area will
give the youth something to do (BMX bikes are not really their thing anymore) It’s boredom which leads to
vandalism. People abuse the area because it looks scruffy and tired. Thank you for looking into improving this
area of Stafford at last!
Toilet facilities
Fill the pot holes!!!
Holmcroft Park needs sorting. It’s been a long time coming. It’s out of date, too young, litter antisocial
behaviour, hopefully it can be sorted. The basketball is fab, but it’s had it!! Hopefully these kids will look after it.
More bins and notices against dropping and leaving litter. Dog walkers regularly collect up litter which could be
harmful to children and animals. Cleanliness of this area should be a priority in my opinion. The existing trees
need to be properly managed and the tennis court refurbishment would be an asset.
Enough litter bins are placed to encourage the children to keep it tidy. I’m so glad this is being looked at, I was
only thinking the other day the facilities let it down.
Picnic areas with non - graffiti materials. Also materials that last!
Lighting, safer for animals, more scenic to walk more.
Sign boards of the facilities present. Play items for children between 8 - 15 years.
Fenced in dog park, dog owners pay taxes as well!
Toilets, cafe facilities and more bins.
Look at Wildwood Park - it’s great for swings. Park our equipment if you made an outdoor gym make sure to
add equipment for pull ups (even just a high bar would be enough - these are so hard to find in parks these
days!) I saw teens practising. Perhaps on small children’s equipment in Stafford recently - their own provision
(like in Hednesford) is needed! More so than even more concrete skateboarding areas - Wildwood and Town
Park have there.
Trampolines, bigger slides, zip wires, tyre swings.
Play areas - park, swing slide etc. and a water pad like town park.
More little bins near the play areas and on the football field - this doesn’t mean people will use them but more
of them might help, particularly near the tennis courts football field.
Better car parking for footballers, so as not to fill up streets. Tennis courts are mainly used for large nasty dogs,
so need locking when not in use. They just fill up with dog poo! Signs up about fines for littering and poo. We
have lived here for more than 40 years, it used to be a great play area, BMX etc., but it has gone downhill.
(Not sand). The older big trees seem to be being removed and we are not getting new ones to replace them. So
more planting for wildlife would be good.
Improved play park will encourage children out of the house and play outside. It will also benefit families who

have low income and cannot afford to take kids out. Needs to be appealing and fun and suitable separate play
areas for all ages as older children can intimidate younger ones.
Swings and a zip wire.
Would be really nice to have plenty of seating in the area for families to spend time there. Also for other
members of the community to use for picnics etc. Would be good to have either a small paddling pool/water
feature for summer. Outdoor gym and activities for older teenagers as there isn’t much for them to do locally
or in town! Flowers and plants too! Bring the whole community together.
More cycle paths and areas to lock up bike.
Cleaned more often.
There are lots of dog walkers around the football pitches. I think the toddler area should be away from dogs
and dog fouling. I think the area should be kept natural as the trees and sound of birds singing should be
appreciated - so leave the park more natural. I feel it would be a shame to over fill the park with concrete
structures, but just concentrate on the tennis courts, toddlers play and seating and a flower area for older
people
And more bins.
Improve the quality of the football pitches as my team train on it and find the quality is poor.
Nowhere to play for toddlers, nowhere to walk with dogs - only the same football square! Need more parks and
play areas please! An outdoor gym!
As a resident living opposite the facilities on Holmcroft Road they are satisfactory. I would point out that
football has been played by the children’s play area and in the past the football has come across into the very
busy main road and this could cause a serious accident when running across to retrieve the ball. So I would
recommend that any ball game be sited behind the library area.
The whole area is not welcoming, but the main problem is with such a secluded area the danger of vandalism.
Natural areas are always welcome but they still need maintenance and an area for dog walkers so their mess
will be kept from children’s areas.
Better security so it doesn’t get vandalized by unwanted guests.
Better dirt track - water feature - area for dogs
Meadow area to attract insects and wildlife - Tillington School could access this for studies. Community gardens
- raised beds for anyone to use and harvest fruit and vegetables from. - Community orchard area - again for
benefit of all local community.
All the above would be great.
Please keep the area open and visible though to reduce unnecessary loitering with plenty of bins for rubbish.
General tidy up of areas around trees. Street scene given more time to pick up litter when emptying bins
instead of them walking past it and driving over it.
Pond - toilets
More bins for dogs waste/people actually getting fined for not picking up dog faeces. Path full length of field.
Our grandson would love the area runway like at Wildwood. But be really good to have a better area for
football to be played. Current metal goal is too small and often used by older children (mid teens), a bigger area
with more than one goal would really help plus seating, ideally so both areas could be seen.
I really think that something needs to be done with the storage facilities and car park area. It is used openly
for drug dealing and is not policed at all. My children are grown up now, but if they weren’t I would be very
apprehensive allowing children to play there independently (which they should be able to do.)
It needs to be kept safe and clean and maintained.
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The weeds in between the tree areas could be utilised to make a natural materials play area. As a child I made
dens in those trees and played there for hours. Children these days could be encouraged to do the same if
interesting materials were placed for them to investigate. We need to do something to get under 5’s off the
electronics. I’m so glad my own children weren’t introduced to them until they were older. Children should be
outside getting dirty!
We would still like to walk our dog son this field twice daily, please try and incorporate this with a decent park
for older kids.
Disabled friendly playground equipment - near to Greenhall and Marshlands, this would be a huge advantage.
More litter bins - Park Warden patrolling area.
Can we have a post box at the Holmcroft
Places to secure bikes. Perhaps paths or track for roller-skating. No Go areas for dogs, or signs to say “Dogs
must be kept on leads” in areas. More notices for dog fouling.
The play area and surrounding areas all need to be kept in clean, well maintained condition.
Just somewhere nice to be.
I feel an outdoor gym would be a great way to help elevate childhood obesity and a good way of getting
people to use the open spaces more. I also think there should be more seating areas for young people, the
elderly and young families to get together and relax. I think that anything that can be done to make the
unused space more welcoming will be wonderful. A space such as Rowley Park would be amazing for the area.
Fruit trees, fruit bushes. Swing with seat with belts. There are two schools that cater for special needs in the
area and many residents have kids that attend them but they can’t enjoy the parks because of : wheelchair
inaccessibility, not much space/equipment for them to play on, a sensory area? Fragrant plants (happy to
donate), sensory wall/mirror.
A path through the whole field would be good. An area suitable to take bikes, scooters or prams.
Water feature, paddling pool or water showers.
Summer water play would be nice.
Just some facilities along the line of Wildwood park or town park. There is very little this end of Stafford now. I
want to encourage my daughter to enjoy being outside and new facilities would be great.
“Pathway that reaches all 3 closes, with lighting.
Benches around the edges, looking into the field so people can rest and watch sports etc.
More bins to encourage teenagers and footballers to clean up after themselves. “
“Zip wire.
Better long slide.
Climbing frame.
Rope swing. (Feedback from 10 and 12 year old)”
Whilst seating and natural materials sound good in theory I think there would be issues with general
management and maintenance (anti - social behaviour, increased litter and dog fouling) so as much as I’d love
to have them, keeping things simple is probably best for this space.
“More bins and get them emptied regularly!
Keep the football pitches!
Perhaps create a better area between the two pitches and take down climbing wall.
The sand will become a cat and dog litter tray!”
Community cafe would be lovely.

We usually go for a peaceful walk in the football ground and little time in the play area for my daughter. We
visit the tennis court once a week. I would much appreciate that these are still maintained properly. I usually
see lots of children aged above 10 years in this park. It would be nice to have areas to engage them like an
outdoor gym.
Make seating around field, better lighting, more litter bins. Have located park in a well lit area which would
discourage anti social behaviour not tucked away in a silly place like the tennis courts, CCTV coverage of place.
Procedures to prevent travellers on the land.
The north end of town has poor provision of outdoor areas for children/families to access. It would be great to
have something similar to Wildwood Park!
Probably also need to take measures to stop people driving cars/wagons/caravans onto or across the area.
I think the small area across from the shops would be best for the older kids park. I think it will help keep
them in check as it currently does the football above the current BMX, it’s hidden and in truth it’s not really
used as a “pick up game area”. I think the kids want to be seen a bit, but? Maybe a big play area might draw
them??
I used to take my daughter to the Woodlands Road toddler park a lot when she was younger as it was very
convenient. We would love improved facilities close to home. Currently we rarely use Holmcroft mostly due to
the fact there always seems to be broken glass in the play area. Last time we visited there was even excrement
under the slide! Such a shame and the Wotton Drive facilities have also been built on!
“Provision for netball, installing netball hoops and wall to bounce a ball off by yourself. A slide like the one
removed recently at end of Wotton Drive, swings for older ones.
Thank you for taking the time to ask.”
Youth and girls come onto this field after visiting the Co-op in Holmcroft Road. They bring plastic bags full of
food and drink. After they have finished they just get up and go leaving all plastic bags, drink bottles and food
wrappings all over the grass area to blow about in the wind.
A cinder type track around the outside of the main open space would be fantastic but probably too expensive
to maintain.
Very poor entrance from Woodlands Road into football ground.
“Thank you for the questionnaire.
It seems rather insensitive and hypocritical to send it to the Creswell Manor Farm estate since the Council has
given planning permission for houses (now being built) on half of what was a safe green area for children to
play. It seems even more hypocritical when Government had advised parents and grandparents to encourage
children to exercise more outside and stay fit.”
Square for National Game instead of just associate football. Although too old to participate any longer in
cricket; it would be pleasant to watch a game.
More litter bins.
I would go for the one highlighted as I have a young granddaughter. However unless the antisocial behaviour
around the park area is controlled it is unlikely I would want or people likely to use such a facility would do so.
Sheltered seating area.
“I work hard and do overtime to pay my bills. Council tax is a big hit on my income. £400,000 on a play area,
seriously?!!
This is obscene, the money should be better directed to essential services which are underfunded.
The old area was hardly used and neglected. Is it really needed?”
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Wildwood Park is a perfect park
Fencing or bollards around the play fields near the Church and library would be an excellent idea as the
travellers have arrived AGAIN this year and are making a mess all over the field. This in turn stops all the
local children from playing in the area as parents do not allow their children out to play.
“1. The open grassed area on Holmcroft Road should be better utilized to be used by young children
2. The area at the back of Tillington hotel should be improved
3. More waste baskets and more frequent servicing
4. Tidy up the trees and shrubbery on the eastern side of the field i.e. at the back of Second Avenue
5. Utilize the area between the two football pitches i.e. a football pitch for younger children.”
High level or low level lighting and pathways for the elderly and disabled.
I would just like to see a really substantial play area for young children e.g. like Wildwood.
Telford and Wildwood Park have fantastic facilities for all ages from zip swings to balance beam courses
small and big park/play areas, sand and water areas and seating areas.
Improved climbing wall and basket court. Separate bin for dog mess, a sand pit? More benches/seating area
and water area for children.
Lights
CCTV to pick up people who do not pick up dog excrement.
Quiet zones, dog friendly, shelter for wet dogs, coffee shop
If trees and shrub beds are planted, keep them looked after and not let them grow out of control. Keep
pathways cleared and not overgrown with weeds, which they are now.
Edible plants area such as herbs, community arts such as public art, performance space, space to do
creative activity such as greenwood crafts and murals.
Sand is always fun for children. My children always love the sand.
The control of dogs off their leads. Warning signs stating that dogs must be kept on a lead.
Younger children facilities should be further away from those aimed at older children.
As this is the only play area/park area any upgrade play of facilities would be great for the children. Soft
landscaping features would be fantastic and is greatly needed. Please keep this play area for the children
and also maintained.
Holmcroft Road has a lot of pot holes. The park is absolutely rubbish to be truthful it’s embarrassing. If you
were to improve the park it would attract more people so it would need to make it safe for children.
“CCTV to keep the area safe
Charging point for electric cars”
“Drainage for a path route.
The current path across the park is not always good in wet/muddy conditions. Some seating near the path
in the middle of the park would facilitate senior citizens like myself being able to stay in the park longer.”
Better maintenance
If the park gets improved it would be brilliant for the area and give the kids a lot more to do. Me and my
children really hope this can happen.
Lighting
Improved pathways would be good because people that are disabled or have a member of the family who
have a disability can still be involved with the family’s days of enjoyment, and also easier for pushchairs.
Children assault course with climbing frame.
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